Electronic training devices
RSPCA POSITION STATEMENT

Key facts...
★ The RSPCA strongly opposes the use of electronic training devices (e.g. collars and boundary fences) to train and control dogs and cats.
★ Electronic training devices (ETDs) deliver an electric pulse to suppress unwanted behaviour.
★ Training animals using techniques which apply aversive stimuli to suppress unwanted behaviour does carry a number of risks.
★ There is evidence which shows that the application of an electric stimulus can cause both physiological and behavioural responses associated with pain, fear and stress.
★ Recent Defra funded research exploring the welfare impact of manually operated training devices shows that, at least in a proportion of animals trained by an operator using an ETD, there is a negative impact on welfare.
★ The RSPCA believes there is no place for such training devices in modern day animal training and we strongly believe that their sale and use for training and controlling cats and dogs should be prohibited.
★ We believe the Government in Westminster should follow the lead of the Welsh Government and prohibit their use.
★ While the RSPCA does not support electronic livestock fencing it is not against livestock fencing when used appropriately and when correctly managed.

What are electronic training devices?
Electronic training devices (ETDs) deliver an electric pulse to suppress unwanted behaviour. They work on the principle of positive punishment: applying an aversive stimulus to inhibit behaviour and are also referred to as aversive training techniques.

There are a number of different types including those operated manually via a remote-controlled transmitter which are generally used to deliver shocks (from a collar worn by the animal) to suppress a wide range of behaviour problems including aggression and predatory behaviour and those which are activated at a boundary line and deliver a shock to prevent dogs and cats from leaving a defined area.

ETDs and welfare
Training animals using techniques which apply aversive stimuli to suppress unwanted behaviour does carry a number of risks, and for dogs these include:

- Increasing the dog’s fear or anxiety about the situation in which it is used
- Decreasing the dog’s ability to learn
- Associating other coincidental events with a fear provoking event
- Inhibiting behaviour, but leaving the underlying emotional response unchanged increasing the chance of future problems
- Causing confusion as to which behaviour is required and
- Causing physical injury\(^1\).

With regard to ETDs, there is evidence which shows that the application of an electric stimulus can cause both a physiological stress response\(^2\) and behavioural responses associated with pain, fear and stress\(^3\).

---
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Although it is suggested by some that the stimulus given by such a collar is similar to the ‘nip’ given by an adult to its offspring in the wild, the experience of the shock, in dogs for example, will be affected by the dog’s temperament, previous experiences, frequency of application, location of shock, thickness of hair and the level of moisture on the skin. Thus even if the collar was set to deliver a stimulus believed to be similar to that of a ‘nip’ it may in fact cause more pain than intended.

Recent Defra funded research exploring the welfare impact of manually operated training devices shows that, at least in a proportion of animals trained by an operator using an ETD, there is a negative impact on welfare. Furthermore, the use of ETDs does negatively impact on the welfare of some dogs when trained even when the training is being carried out by professional trainers using protocols based on advised best practice.

Practical experience gained by members of the Association of Pet Behaviour Counsellors (APBC) shows that ETDs can compromise welfare and in some cases can result in other behaviour problems not previously present, e.g. aggression. A number of scientific studies have found an association between the use of aversive training techniques and the occurrence of undesired behaviour in dogs.

ETDs can pose health risks; there have been reports of physical lesions on the neck of animals caused by high intensities of shock as well as skin irritation or contact necrosis.

There is also great potential for misuse of these devices, either through ignorance or malice by those intent on deliberate cruelty. The intensity and duration of the shock can be altered by the user which can result in a high end shock being delivered which far exceeds the level at which the shock is aversive to the animal.

**RSPCA policy and position and legislation**

The RSPCA’s position is underpinned by our policy which states that “the RSPCA believes that no technical device should be used or offered for sale where an animal can be subjected to a painful stimulus at the direct instigation of a human or where a painful stimulus is delivered as a result of an animal’s action from which it cannot retreat.”

Defra’s [Code of Practice for the Welfare of Dogs](http://www.politicalanimal.org.uk) in England specifically states that you should; “only use positive reward based training. Avoid harsh, potentially painful or frightening training methods.” Furthermore, the Welsh Government was convinced of the cruelty and suffering these devices posed and prohibited their use for dogs or cats in Wales in 2010.

**Alternatives to ETDs**

Like many other organisations (see [Dog Welfare Campaign website](http://www.politicalanimal.org.uk)), the RSPCA believes that the use of...
aversive training techniques, which include ETDs, is not only unacceptable from a welfare perspective, but that this type of approach is not necessary for the modification of animal behaviour. Trainers all over the UK use reward-based methods to train animals very effectively and without subjecting animals to training techniques which may cause pain or distress.

The RSPCA recognises that electronic boundary fences are most likely to be used to contain cats within an area to prevent fatal road accidents which we acknowledge are a significant welfare problem. However, the use of electronic boundary fences are likely to have a negative impact on the welfare and behaviour of cats and the RSPCA believes that owners should consider all viable alternatives such as fencing or the construction of a large enclosure. Expert opinion suggests that keeping cats in at night is a good preventative measure for protecting cats from fatal road traffic accidents.

Summary
It is the RSPCA’s opinion that the use of such devices pose unnecessary and unacceptable risk to cat and dog welfare and are contrary to the principles of the Animal Welfare Act 2006. There is no place for such training devices in modern day animal training and we strongly believe that their sale and use for training and controlling cats and dogs should be prohibited.

Additional note: Electric fencing for livestock
While the RSPCA does not support electronic livestock fencing it is not against livestock fencing when used appropriately and when correctly managed. Electric livestock fencing generally follows a visible boundary or is marked with white tape which is not the case for buried or hidden boundary fences and which require the dog or cat to learn the position of a boundary in the absence of any geographic features. Viable alternatives to livestock fencing are not as readily available for livestock as they are for companion animals due to the economic cost of fencing large areas of pasture.

The RSPCA further believes that the probability of livestock leaving a bound area, compared with cats and dogs, is less likely as the welfare needs of livestock can generally be provided for within the area. Dogs are more likely to be strongly motivated to leave an area to gain access to something which it highly values or to avoid something which it is frightened of thus are more likely to try and leave the area and be punished as a consequence.